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Helmholtz AI is part of...
...data science initiatives within the Helmholtz Association
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Helmholtz AI
in a nutshell

Maximise research impact by
democratising access to AI
➔ Foster cross-field creativity
➔ Identify & leverage similarities
between applications
➔ Integrate field-specific excellence
➔ Improve quality, scalability and
availability of emerging methods

➔ Empower current &
next generation of scientists
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6

LOCAL UNITS

in a nutshell
Earth @ Hereon
Energy @ KIT
Matter @ HZDR
Space @ DLR
Health @ HMGU
Info @ FZJ

●

RESEARCH

●
●
●

7 early career PIs
2 senior PIs (soon)
>30 researchers
>30 associates

●

●
SUPPORT

6 AI consultant

●

teams

●

39 AI
consultants

●
MANAGEMENT ●

3 Project managers
1 Outreach manager
1 Network manager
2 Exec. assistants

36 >100 >100
HELMHOLTZ AI PROJECTS
(2019+20)

@fabian_theis

AI CONSULTINGS

12 M€/Y

TRAININGS &
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RESEARCH

Maximise research impact by
democratising access to AI
➔ Foster cross-field creativity
➔ Identify & leverage similarities
between applications

7 Young

Investigator Groups
● 2 Senior
Investigator Groups
soon
● 30 researchers

●

●
SUPPORT

6 AI consultant

●

teams

●

39 AI
consultants

➔ Empower current &
next generation of scientists
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AI CONSULTING VOUCHERS

➔ Integrate field-specific excellence
➔ Improve quality, scalability and
availability of emerging methods

●

3 Project managers
1 Outreach manager
2 Exec. assistants
1 Software developer

12 M€

WORKSHOPS &
HACKATHONS

Helmholtz AI
Local PIs - Health

Research groups

AI consultant team

Helmholtz AI
COLLABORATION

Consulting
Flexible, dynamic
and transparent
setting up of (free!)
collaborations with
the Helmholtz AI
consultant teams

voucher-system.helmholtz.ai
More info: bit.ly/HelmholtzAIvoucher

EXPLORATION -- up to 2 weeks
REALISATION -- up to 6 months

REVIEW
Formal criteria (Science management)
Scientific criteria (AI consultants)

04

SUBMISSION

03

Through official online form
at submission website

02

IDEA

01

Selecting, testing and implementing ML
methods, knowledge transfer and
networking, training and workshops,
benchmark datasets...

Helmholtz AI
Helmholtz AI project call
Our annual call to
▪ help exploit machine learning/AI methods in
applicants’ research field
▪ foster method transfer between application and
research fields
▪ encourage high-risk/high-gain approaches

▪
▪
▪

at least two centers apply jointly
up to €200k (INF, needs to be matched)
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funding for up to 3 years

All Helmholtz Centers are involved and all
research area are covered.

Helmholtz AI
Helmholtz AI project call timeline
▪

9th August 2021: call open

Outreach & proposal planning

▪

1st September 2021: submission portal open

Dedicated submission portal:
https://application.helmholtz.ai

▪

1st December 2021: submission deadline

▪

December and
early 2022: review process and selection

▪

Spring 2022: selected projects will be announced

Submit proposals until end of
day (CET)
External
review

Formal criteria check
virtual panel meeting

Projects selected and starting

Helmholtz AI
Helmholtz international labs cross continents to unleash the potential of AI communities working together

In the ‘Helmholtz International BigBrain
Analytics and Learning Laboratory’ researchers
from McGill University and MILA in Montreal
and FZJ/Helmholtz AI in Jülich develop novel
AI-based methods for analyzing high-resolution
image data. They create new highly detailed
maps of brain areas, cortical layers, and
subcortical structures for microscopic models of
the human brain.

The Helmholtz International Lab ‘Causal Cell
Dynamics’ brings together 3 sites with
pioneering roles in artificial intelligence - Mila in
Montreal, MPI in Tübingen and ICB +
Helmholtz AI in Munich. The major aim is to
develop methods for causally structured deep
representation learning in order to improve our
understanding of cellular decisions.

Helmholtz AI
Network and collaborations

Helmholtz AI connects with the European
Laboratory for Learning and Intelligent Systems
(ELLIS) through its ELLIS fellows, members
and PhDs and through their involvement in the
ELLIS Units Munich and Heidelberg.
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HIDA supports the mobility of several young
talents and exchange scientists from
abroad who are currently working jointly with
Helmholtz AI researchers, e.g. two Israeli
students at Helmholtz AI in Geesthacht.

Helmholtz AI
Community and resources
Online since autumn 2020: The “Helmholtz AI
computing resources” (HAICORE, €2.5m)
provide easy, free and low-barrier GPU
access to the entire AI community within the
Helmholtz Association.
▪ Ad-hoc usage for initial testing with data
and/or AI methods
▪ Lightweight projects of up to 10,000 GPU
hours per year
HAICORE is operated by Jülich and Karlsruhe.
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The 'Helmholtz AI community' workspace is a
dedicated networking space for Helmholtz
researchers to share information and meet
other AI/ML enthusiasts, e.g. to partner up for
the annual Helmholtz AI project call.

Helmholtz AI
Jobs...

Check:
https://www.helmholtz-hida.de/en/jobs/

Helmholtz AI
Connect with us

